CLIMATE LAW & GOVERNANCE DAY
CLIMATE LAW & GOVERNANCE INITIATIVE

Friday 05 November 2021 - Glasgow, UK
REGISTER NOW
Are you interested in emerging issues & innovations in climate law & governance?
Could your climate law & governance work benefit from sharing knowledge, research,
innovations & experiences during the UNFCCC COP26 in Glasgow this November 2021?
Are you seeking to connect with specialist law & governance support to address key
issues for your country or community related to climate change?
Four key themes, based on UNFCCC COP26 UK Presidency vision & UNFCCC
Climate Dialogues 2020 Climate Law & Governance Roundtable

A World-Class Climate Law and Governance Symposium

Operationalising the Paris Agreement: Promoting climate ambition, action,
finance & capacity through international legal & policy instruments.

High-level plenaries on transforming climate ambition to obligation &
finance, implementing the Paris Agreement & converting public & private
clients to net zero

Piloting Legal & Governance Tools for High Ambition Implementation: Innovating
local legal & governance regimes for climate mitigation, adaptation and finance,
creating synergies within & across sectors, and strengthening capacity.
Advancing Climate Resilience & Climate Justice: Engaging civil society, courts &
the legal community in accelerating climate action, enhancing transparency &
accountability, integrating rights based approaches & advancing the Warsaw
International Mechanism for loss & damage.
Enabling Zero Legal Frameworks for Climate Neutral Investment & Finance:
Exploring legal tools & obstacles for more sustainable finance & global supply
chains through commercial, trade & investment law.

Celebration of the Climate Law & Governance Global Leadership Awards &
International Student Essay Contest Winners 2021
16 world-class sessions hosted by leading experts from international
organisations & institutions on innovative climate law & governance trends,
discoveries & practices
Key findings & outcomes shared with delegates & observers at UNFCCC
CoP26, & communicated worldwide through growing climate law &
governance community
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